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It was a pleasant surprise for Team Salute to
receive a response from the Indian Military

Academy (IMA) about publishing a special
issue of this magazine on this premier training
institution, which is a major landmark in the
memories of many thousands of us who were
trained there. 

IMA has a unique history of beginning as an
‘Indian Sandhurst’ after the First World War
(WW I, 1914 - 1918), in which the Indian Army
performed brilliantly but at the cost of the lives
of  74,187 all ranks. Besides these, many more
were wounded, maimed and missing. The
British needed to make up for the loss of Indian
officers and further, in view of Indianisation,
step up their intake to increase their strength.

That was just as well because seven years
after raising IMA, came the outbreak of World
War II (1939 - 1945), in which the strength of the
Indian component amounted to almost 2.5
million, as compared to about 1.5 million in
WW I. While again, the Indian Army distin-
guished itself with valour and professionalism
in this war, the value of Indian officers was fur-
ther realized by the British.

Independence and the bloody Partition was
followed by a war waged by the newly formed
army of the newly formed Pakistan. Set in the
Northern Himalayas, Indian Army redefined
mountain warfare by not only fighting at alti-
tudes up to at least 14,000 feet, but also moving
tanks up there. The next war in 1962, waged by
the Chinese, too, was in high altitude, but
unfortunately even after fourteen years, with
the same weapons, equipment, clothing and
strength in numbers-all woefully inadequate.
But that is another story we will not go into
now.

Thanks to the Sino-India war, the Indian

Army finally got a new rifle manufactured in
India just in time for India’s third war in 1965,
waged again by Pakistan. Some necessary
weapon systems and equipments were pur-
chased from erstwhile USSR, just in time before
Pakistan yet again launched its third war
against India in 1971. 

Pakistan losing its third war against India
along with its detached erstwhile Eastern part,
Pakistan’s third dictator President decided on a
major change of modus from conventional to
the far cheaper option of proxy export of terror.
This is the fourth Indo-Pak war which contin-
ues till date.

Keeping pace with all these developments,
IMA grew and expanded on the ground to
maintain quality training of officer cadets to
lead soldiers in all kinds of operations in any
terrain. While soon after Independence IMA
became an institution sought after by many
friendly foreign countries to send their officer
cadets for training, in the past couple of
decades, it is even more so. 

In this special issue, we have covered all
essential and interesting aspects of training
and conditioning at IMA that contribute
towards transforming old boys into young
men, who have, as seen in all wars and conflicts
till the present, been leading from the front
with much zest and courage. To bring out the
wide extent of training and sports and outdoor
activities, we have packed this issue with rele-
vant photographs, often juxtaposing the old
black and white or sepia with coloured ones of
the greater part of the post Independence
decades. We have tried to present the magazine
in such a way that it can be enjoyed by not only
readers in the armed forces, but also many all
over the country down to school students.
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The Indian Military Academy (IMA) is a globally pre-
eminent institution for training gentlemen cadets in
conformity with the cherished historical and cultural

values of India and the Indian Army, historically acknowledged
as among the best in the world. Gentlemen Cadets (GCs), as
they are known, are progressively trained to develop
operational and administrative leadership skills at sub-unit
level to be capable of combating contemporary conflict
realities, while also conditioning them for professional,
intellectual excellence and the highest standards of physical
and mental endurance as well as moral courage.

IMA is an institution where we make men out of boys and a
soldier out of an ordinary student and each course that
graduates is a revitalizing infusion into the Army. Military
leadership qualities are very important in the making of an
effective soldier and an officer. A true military leader leads from
the front, setting an example for others and is also one who is
not only mentally and physically tough but calm and
composed in difficult situations. And most importantly, one
who earns the trust of those he leads. We in this institution
inculcate these qualities in young boys.

Development of physical skills is important in order to
achieve a high standard of mental and physical fitness, with the
ability to withstand protracted stress and strain and adapt to a
soldier’s lifestyle. We also focus on the intellectual development
of GCs, enhancing their communication skills and providing a
scientific orientation so that they understand the impact of
science in the field of warfare. 

The entries that we receive in the IMA are Direct Entry (after
three years of college), Ex NDA (Army Cadets from National

Defence Academy), Ex ACC (Army Cadet College, where
soldiers selected to be trained as officers undergo their first part
of training), Technical Graduates, University Entry Scheme and
cadets from friendly foreign countries. The integration of
foreign cadets is also one of our key result areas in order to
develop lasting bonds of camaraderie, professionalism and
mutual respect amongst future officers of foreign Nations and
ours. Till June 2018, 2,185 Foreign GCs from 33 friendly
countries have been commissioned from IMA. Our training
curriculum is so structured that each GC is able to lead an
infantry platoon in all operations of war including counter
insurgency. 

An officer’s conduct and demeanor needs to be impeccable
and be a role model for others to emulate. While in the line of
duty there may be times when officers are faced with doubts,
temptations, dilemmas and uncertainties. At such times, they
should fall back on the guiding principle of the IMA motto,
‘Valour and Wisdom’ and the IMA credo, ‘The safety, honour
and welfare of the country come first, always and every time.
The honour, welfare and comfort of the men you command
come next. Your own ease, comfort and safety come last, always
and every time’. These words have inspired millions of many
past generations and continue to hold true for future
generations. While many of IMA’s alumni were highly
decorated for valour during World War II, a very large number
of them have done India proud in various wars and conflicts
since Independence and kept the flag of the country flying
high.

JAI HIND!

Commandant’s Message
Lt Gen Sanjay Kumar Jha, PVSM, AVSM, YSM, SM
Commandant, Indian Military Academy
& Colonel of The Sikh Regiment 
Dehradun - 248007 
(Uttarakhand)
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BIRTH AND GROWTH OF THE INDIAN
MILITARY ACADEMY, 1932 - 1947

Lt Col Anil Bhat, VSM (Retd)

SPECIAL ISSUE: INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY

It may not be a well-known fact in India — and not surprising
— that close to 1.5 million Indian soldiers under the British,
fought in First World War (WW I) and were acknowledged by

the armies and people of allied nations on whose soil they
fought — to defend those countries — as being the decisive
factor to the Allies’ victory. The famous majestic India Gate was
built as a memorial to 74,187 Indian soldiers, who were
martyred in various battles of WW I and their names are etched
on all the walls of this memorial.

Referring to fierce battles of 1915, Marshal Ferdinand Foch,
Commander of the Allied Forces in France during WW I, said
while addressing the troops: “…The Indian troops were thus

among the first to show the way to a victorious offensive. It is
only right that a memorial should perpetuate the glorious
memory of officers, non-commissioned officers, and men of the
Indian Army at the very spot where later on a general attack by
the Allied troops was to bring the decisive victory in sight.”
Turning to the Indian contingent, he said: “Return to your
homes in the distant, sun bathed East and proclaim how your
countrymen drenched with their blood the cold northern land
of France and Flanders, how they delivered it by their ardent
spirit from the firm grip of a determined enemy; tell all India
that we shall watch over their graves with the devotion due to all
our dead. We shall cherish above all the memory of their

Aerial view of IMA
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example. They showed us the way, they made the first step
towards the final victory.”

It was in this war that Great Britain, for the first time, awarded
its highest gallantry award in war, the Victoria Cross, to eleven
personnel of the Indian Army, beginning with Sepoy Khudadad
Khan and Naik Darwan Singh Negi, on whom the medal was
pinned by King George V, during his tour of the battle areas in
France. 

So, it was not surprising that on 25 August 1917, a significant
step towards the Indianisation of the Army was initiated, quite
literally, to establish an “Indian Sandhurst”. 

This led to the appointment of the Skeen Committee, which
recommended the establishment of the Indian Military
Academy by 1933. Eventually the amplified recommendations
of the Chetwode Committee to establish an Indian Military
College with a training course of three years and proposed
output of 60 Gentleman Cadets (GCs), was accepted and the
Indian Military Academy was opened in Dehradun on 01
October 1932, with 40 Gentlemen Cadets.

The ideal location for the Academy had to be at an easily
accessible place, with temperate climate all year round,
adequate area for training needs, as also, to have a military
garrison in the neighbourhood. Hence out of the three
nominated places, Satara, Mhow and Dehradun, the Doon
Valley aptly called the “Dronacharya Ashram” was selected for
the same. Perhaps the most important consideration in favour
of Dehradun was the availability of the eminently suitable
buildings of Railway Staff Colleges spread over 155.53 acres of
land. The campus was taken over on 01 April 1932. Also
considered suitable was the Doon Valley’s climate - a short
summer from mid-April to June, a long wet monsoon from July

to September, nice and pleasant during October and March and
quite cold from November to February.

The formal inauguration of the Indian Military Academy was
on 10 December 1932, by H.E. the Commander-in-Chief of the
Indian Army, General Sir Philip Chetwode, Baronet GCB, GCSS,
CCMA, DSO. The concluding part of the historic inaugural
speech of Sir Philip Chetwode on the Day gave the Academy its
unmatched Credo, which till date is the functional ethos of
every officer who has passed out through the portals of the

View of IMA’s
Chetwode Drill
Square

Chetwode Hall and Museum, IMA 
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Chetwode Building.
Brig LP Collins, DSO, OBE, 4 Gurkhas was appointed as

the first Commandant and Capt JFS MC Laren, Ist Battalion
The Black Watch as the first Adjutant. The first batch of 40
Cadets reported by 30 September 1932 and on 01 October,
the institution became functional.

On 28 November 1933, the then Viceroy, Lord Willingdon,
presented the King’s Banner during a Parade on the
Chetwode Drill Square, adjoining the impressive pillared
porch entrance of the Chetwode Building, which all
Gentleman Cadets passing out enter at the end of the Passing
Out Parade. 

By 1934, the Academy had attained its designated
strength of 200 Gentlemen Cadets spread over five courses.
The first five courses were distinguished from the others by
their specific names as well as by their historic seniority.
These courses were: First Pioneers, passed out on 22
December 1934. Out of the 40 inducted, only 29 Gentleman
Cadets passed out as the remaining were relegated or
withdrawn. Of these, GC SHFJ Manekshaw became a Field
Marshal and GCs Mohammad Musa, Bhagwati Singh (IC-1)
and Smith Dun became Generals. 

Then followed the Second Immortals, Third Invincibles,
Fourth Stalwarts and Fifth Bahadurs - this batch wanted an
Indian word with a martial resonance.

The appropriateness of Pioneers as the name for the first
course is self-evident. The other names seem to have no
semantic justification, yet they express a more significant
fact – the spirit of exuberance, the sense of adventure and
pride. As if for them it was an excitement to have joined the
Academy, as if they had done something worth doing; the
Pioneers are distinguished from other ‘courses’ by a record of
achievement nearly impossible to beat. They gave three
Army Chiefs to three countries – India, Pakistan and Burma
(now Myanmar). Gen Smith Dun became the Army Chief of

HOW IMA ADJUSTED
TRAINING SCHEDULES FOR
WARS
Lt Col Anil Bhat, VSM (Retd)

It was the outbreak of the India-China war in October 1962, then
referred to as the Chinese Aggression, when it was realized that
Indian Army needed more officers. 

The first immediate step the Indian Military Academy (IMA) took
was to adjust its training schedule to pass out two courses together
in the forthcoming Passing Out Parade (POP) of December 1962. 

The Course due to Pass Out in December 1962 was the 30th IMA
Course, which was in its 4th/final term. At the time of taking the
decision, barely two months were left for the 31st Course, to
complete its third term. The training schedule of this Course was
adjusted to speed it up and train it as best as possible, so that it
could be passed out with the 30th Course.   

Thus, at the POP of December 1962, the two Courses were
passed out together. It was a grand POP, at which, as had been
earlier scheduled, President Sarvepally Radhakrishnan presented
new Colours to the IMA.

Simultaneously, in 1962 it was decided to begin training extra
batches of cadets for the Emergency Commission programme. For
this, two Officers Training Schools (OTS) were established in
January 1963 at Chennai and Pune, where the first few batches were
trained. The next few batches were trained at the IMA itself till 1965,
when the Emergency Commission programme was discontinued
and the Short Service Commission (SSC) was begun.

OTS Chennai, later renamed as Officers Training Academy (OTA),
became the designated institution for training SSC officers and
continues so till date. In the early 1990s, when it was decided to
induct women in the Army as SSC officers, OTA became the first
institution in the Army to train women cadets alongside their male
counterparts.  

In 1971, with the war against Pakistan imminent, twice more the
regular courses at IMA were passed out as earlier. 

The 48th IMA Course was passed out on 14 November 1971,
and its newly commissioned officers, were given a short leave,
before they joined their units just before the third India-Pakistan War
began on 03 December 1971. Many of them were pitched into this
war, fought on two fronts-the Western Theatre including Jammu
and Kashmir, Punjab and Rajasthan and the Eastern Theatre which
from where Indian Army encircled and entered erstwhile East
Pakistan, forced the surrender of 93,000 Pakistan armed forces
personnel taken as prisoners of war, creating a precedence of
liberating the suppressed Bengalis there and aiding in the birth of a
new nation, Bangladesh. 

The 49th IMA Course was passed out three months ahead of its
schedule on 31 March 1972. 
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Burma, Gen Musa Khan of Pakistan and Gen Sam Manekshaw
of India and one who after retirement was elevated to Field
Marshal, the highest rank. 

On Independence in 1947, the Command of the Academy
was taken over by Brig (later Maj Gen) Thakur Mahadeo Singh,
DSO, the first Indian Commandant. 

20 December 1947 was a special day at the Indian 
Military Academy as it marked the first Passing Out Parade of
189 Gentleman Cadets being commissioned in Independent
India.

In January 1949, as a first step towards jointmanship of Army,
Navy and Air Force, the Inter Services Wing for training of cadets
of the three Services was created and Academy was renamed as
Armed Forces Academy. The Military Wing continued at the
present campus at Premnagar and the Inter Services Wing was
established at Clement Town, about 13 km away. To link the two
wings a new road was constructed and named after the first
Indian Commandant, Maj Gen Mahadeo Singh. In 1950, the
Inter Services Wing was renamed as Joint Services Wing. In
December 1954, the Joint Services Wing (JSW) was permanently
shifted to Khadakwasla, Pune and was named as the National
Defence Academy. Consequently, on 05 September 1955 the
Military Wing Dehradun was re-designated as the Military
College Dehradun and in October 1959, the College once again
reverted to its initial designation as Indian Military Academy.

IMA alumni have led and fought in every conflict in which
the Indian Army has been called upon to render service since
the Academy was established. Numerous alumni have earned
laurels, many made the ultimate sacrifice and many but not all

of them were honoured with gallantry awards. Sam Manekshaw,
an alumnus of the IMA, was the first in India to become a Field
Marshal.

In 1941, during World War II, then 2nd Lieutenant Premindra
Singh Bhagat was awarded the Victoria Cross. Captain Mateen
Ahmed Ansari and Captain Sartaj Singh were awarded the
George Cross. 71 Military Crosses were awarded to IMA alumni
during that war, and over 200 alumni were martyred in action.
Kashmir Singh Katoch, a Padma Bhushan recipient and the
military advisor to Hari Singh, the erstwhile ruler of the princely
state of Kashmir, completed his military training from IMA in
1936. General Mohan Singh Deb, Commander-in-Chief of the
First Indian National Army which fought against the British for
the independence of India, was also an alumnus.

Alumni who have been honoured with the Param Vir Chakra
include: 

• Major Somnath Sharma, Posthumous, 4 KUMAON
Regiment, Indo-Pak War of 1947

• Captain Gurbachan Singh Salaria, Posthumous, 1 GORKHA
RIFLES, Congo, 1961

• Lieutenant Colonel Hoshiar Singh, 3 GRENADIERS, Indo-
Pak War of 1971

• 2nd Lieutenant Arun Khetarpal, Posthumous, 17 POONA
HORSE, Indo-Pak War of 1971

• Captain Vikram Batra, Posthumous, 13 JAMMU &
KASHMIR RIFLES, Kargil War, 1999

• Captain Manoj Kumar Pandey, Posthumous, 11 GORKHA
RIFLES, Kargil War, 1999
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CREDO, COLOURS AND CREST
OF INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY

The IMA Credo
‘The safety, honour and welfare of the country come first,
always and every time’. The honour, welfare and comfort of the
men you command come next. Your own ease, comfort and
safety come last, always and every time’.

Award of Colours to IMA
Regimental Colours are the Ceremonial Flags of military
regiments. Historically, their roots can be traced back to the
Roman Empire. Colours are emblem of loyalty and courage
and Indian Military Academy has the proud privilege of
receiving the Colours thrice since it was raised as an
acknowledgment of sacrifice of its alumni. On 18 November
1934, the then Viceroy, Lord Willingdon presented to the
Academy the King’s Colours and Banner. The King George V
Banner replaced the Viceroy’s Banner as the banner to be
awarded to and held by the Champion Company. The
Champion Company was decided on the basis of performance
in drill, PT, riding, swimming and boxing, whereas the Viceroy’s

Team Salute

Crest of IMA
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Banner was awarded for excellence in sports events, such as
hockey, football, cricket, athletics, cross-country, etc.

On 10 December 1962, exactly thirty years after inception of
the Military Academy, Dr Sarvapalli Radhakrishanan, the then
President of the Republic of India, presented new Colours to
the Indian Military Academy in recognition of the gallant
services of its Alumni in various wars and operations. The
Passing-Out-Parade of the 30th and 31st Regular, 15th and 16th
NCC and 16th and 17th Technical courses on 10 December
1962 was thus invested with a historic significance. The void
that had been created with the laying up of the Academy’s
King’s Colours a day before India became a Republic in 1950,
was thus filled.

On 15 December 1976, a historic ceremonial event was the
presentation of new colours at the Passing-out Parade of the
59th Regular and 42nd Technical Courses, by the then
President, Sri Fakhrudin Ali Ahmed. The President received the

C-in-C Gen Sir Phillip Chetwode presenting the Viceroy's Banner Colour Bearer GCs in front of the Chetwode Building

Consecretion of the Colours
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“Rashtriya Salute’ and reviewed the parade. The old colours
were trooped and taken off the parade after which they were
placed on the drums and consecrated by a Pandit, a Maulvi and
a Priest. The new colours were received from the President by
SUO DS Hooda and thereafter were reviewed on parade. While
presenting the Colours the President remarked, “I hope the
Colours will inspire you to have strength and resilience for the
purpose of welfare and safety of your country. I am sure that
you will maintain these traditions and keep the flag flying high”.

IMA’S CREST
On a background of grey, signifying strength and resilience and
blood red signifying sacrifice and devotion to duty, the crest is
of crossed swords representing the Army and the upturned
torch signifying knowledge are covered in the centre by the
Dharma Chakra, India’s national symbol. The scroll below
bears the motto, ‘Veerta aur Vivek’ meaning Valour and
Wisdom. The crest is on the shield shaped formation sign worn
on the left arm sleeve, as a cap badge and as a collar dog
(badge) and on the institution’s flag. The IMA’s single breasted
three buttons sports blazer, stands out distinctively as it is of
vertical stripes of the colours, grey and blood red. 

King George’s Banner and King’s Regimental Colours

The Viceroy, Lord Willingdon addressing the Colour
Presentation Parade

The Viceroy, Lord Willingdon presenting the King's ColoursTrooping out of the Colours
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President Dr S Radhakrishnan saluting the Colours after its presentation

President Shri Zakir Hussain presenting ColoursPresident Dr S Radhakrishnan presenting Colours to IMA
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ADDRESS BY GENERAL 
SIR FRANCIS ROBERT ROY
BUCHER, KBE, CB, MC,
COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, 

INDIAN ARMY

E
xtract from an address by General Sir Francis Robert
Roy Bucher, KBE, CB, MC, Commander-in-Chief,
Indian Army (from 31
December 1947 till  15

January 1949) to the Staff and Cadets
of Indian Military Academy,
Dehradun, on 28 May 1948.

“I would like to take this
opportunity of offering to you
Gentlemen Cadets some advice as to
the future, which I recommend that
you should bear in mind when you
are finally permitted the honour of
becoming officers in India’s Army.

Why do I say that you are being
permitted the honour of joining the
Army? It is because you will join a
Service which has great traditions –
traditions which have been and are
most jealously guarded by its
officers, both past and present and
because you will join an Army which
is second to none. When the last war
finished, the Infantry of the Indian
Army was the finest in the World. In
the case of other Corps, the highest
standards will undoubtedly be
achieved, but they have been faced
with a more difficult task than has the Infantry, since they
have had to compete with modern and complicated
equipment which was new to them.  

The future of the Army lies with its officers, and in
particular, with its junior officers. How are you going to set
about ensuring that its great standards and traditions are

maintained? An Army is as its officers are; if they are good so
will the Army be good, if they are poor so will the Army be

poor. The men reflect their officers
and they are, in fact, the mirror in
which you can see yourselves. What
then are the hallmarks of a good
officer – the outward and the visible
signs?

Firstly, I would put DEVOTION
TO THE SERVICE. The interest of
the Army must come first in your
thoughts and in your actions all the
time. Remember that the Army, and
indeed all the Services, are the
servants of the Government in
power at the time, and the political
complexion of a particular
Government makes not the slightest
difference to this fact. As soldiers
you are not concerned with politics.
There is nothing wrong in your
having political opinions and in
expressing them with moderation in
private conversation but that is a
very different matter to expressing

political opinions in public or
allowing such opinions to influence
your actions in any way. No Army

which concerns itself with politics is ever of any value. Its
discipline is poor, its morale is rotten, and its reliability and
efficiency is bound to be of the lowest order. You have only to
look at certain foreign armies which are constantly mixed up
in politics to realize the truth of what I say.

It follows, therefore, that the Army has never the slightest

Gen Sir FRR Bucher KBE, CB, MC, C-in-C,
Indian Army
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right to question the policy of Government. Implicit
obedience to the orders issued by Government is essential,
and only in this manner with the interests of the Country be
fully served. And so you see that devotion to the Service
implies devotion to the Country as well.

Secondly, EFFICIENCY is undoubtedly a hallmark of a
good officer. Unless you are efficient, you will neither be
respected by your troops nor will you have their confidence,
two essentials in the officer – men relationship. Without
efficiency, you will have no self-confidence and without self-
confidence you cannot possibly lead troops in war, nor for
that matter can you train them in peace. Having made the
Army your profession, you must put everything you can into
being and remaining efficient. The Commandant and the
Staff at this Academy have spared no efforts to set you on the
right path, but I would not like you to go away from here
believing that you already have the requisite knowledge to
enable you to train troops or to lead them in war. You have still
much training to do and much to learn; in fact, you will never
cease to learn throughout the whole of your career.

Thirdly, I put HIGH PERSONAL STANDARDS. You must set
yourselves the very highest personal standard in everything
you do in your work; in the games you play; in your conduct
in the mess; in your conduct in your own homes, and in your
conduct in public. Nothing else is good enough. The
maintenance of high personal standards leads to self-respect,
and self-respect is one of the important elements of
discipline. Included in personnel standards is loyalty, and I
would like to draw your attention especially to it. You will find
during your service that there will be occasions on which you
will be called upon to show loyalty to your men, to your
superiors, to your unit and to your Service as a whole. You
must never let any of them down either by word, thought or
deed. It will not always be easy, but it is an essential factor of
life in the Army.

When I talk about high personal standards, I do not imply
that you must aim at a standard of living which may possibily
be far beyond your means. That would merely be senseless
and to do so would show a weakness of character and a lack
of balance, neither of which can be tolerated in an officer of
the Armed Forces. I will go further, it is nothing short of
criminal for an officer to run himself into debt, and crime in
the Army is dealt with severely.

As junior officers you should remember that your personal
bearing will exercise a dominating and permeating influence
not only with your own men, but with the general public, and
that the tone of an Army is set by its officers. In public,
therefore, as on parade, you must conduct yourselves in such
a fashion that the uniform you wear is regarded by the general
public less as a uniform than as the hallmark of the great
profession of arms to which you belong; a profession whose
prestige in time of war is always vitally bound up with the
Nation’s destiny. 

Fourthly, is DISCIPLINE I have recently issued to the Army

some notes on, what discipline is and how it is achieved. (You
will find them in Durbar Notes No 3 and you should study
them carefully.)

Fifthly, is LEADERSHIP or the ABILITY TO COMMAND
MEN. The two vital attributes of a leader, with which he will
succeed, and without which he will fail, are decision in action
and calmness in crisis. These apply, although in varying
degree, to both peace and war. But there are other qualities
with which you must also seek to equip yourselves if you wish
to be good leaders. Readiness to accept responsibility is one,
efficiency and self-confidence I have already mentioned. A
leader must be firm and just in his dealings with his men; he
must be clear-cut and definite in giving his orders; he should
pay attention to administrative details and he must keep his
men informed of all new developments. 

There is another aspect of leadership and that is its relation
to morale. The best type of leader earns the respectful
admiration of his men because he possesses certain good
qualities which they lack and brings out in them the quality of
self-respect. A brutal leader who disregards the feelings of his
men will not infuse them with self-respect, and the morale of
the troops he commands, regardless of his qualities as a
leader, will not be of the highest order. This ability to instill the
quality of self-respect in troops is one of the principal
attributes of a leader.

Now I want to say a few words to you on the subject of
“Esprit de Corps.” “Esprit de Corps” comprises personal
sentiments of duty, of courage and of loyalty, and a sense of
pride in country, service, unit and self.

It is the task of every officer and every non-commissioned
officer to play his part in making his sub-unit, unit and the
Army as a whole into a formidable fighting machine. To carry
out this task he must appreciate the distinction between an
Army and a mob. It is not by its arms, for mobs have arms, but
by its “esprit de corps” and discipline that an army is to be so
distinguished. These two qualities are essential to secure
coordinated action by a body of men, and to ensure the
singleness of purpose which can alone enable them to
achieve the intention of their commander. Fear is the enemy
of morale; fear unchecked will lead to panic, and a unit that
panics is no longer a unit, but a mob. There is no man who is
altogether without fear, but with high morale, men will face
danger because of their sentiments of duty, courage and of
loyalty, and because of their sensible pride in their country, in
their unit, and in themselves; in other words because of their
“Esprit de Corps.”  

There are several outwards signs of good “Esprit de Corps.”
One is dress, another is good saluting, third is good drill and a
fourth is good physical fitness of a unit as a whole. Again,
there is the general behavior of a unit; in fact you will see that
the matter of “Esprit de Corps” is closely bound up with
discipline and if a unit’s “esprit de corps” is always in
evidence, its good bearing in public will contribute to the
good reputation of the Army as a whole.” 
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CAMARADERIE, MORALE AND 
OTHER INTANGIBLE TRAITS

T
he Indian Military Academy is a renowned world
class training institute, the training here is
multifarious, the Gentlemen Cadets (GCs) get the
finishing touch to sharpen their leadership traits to

make them effective junior leaders, which on joining their
units post commissioning enables them to effectively take on
the rigours and challenges of soldiering from Day One. As
they go through the routine of demanding physical and
intellectual training, psychologically they imbibe intangible
traits of loyalty to the Flag, Honour, Izzat, Camaraderie, a
never say die spirit, the importance of high morale and a host
of other such sublime qualities; both these traits, the tangible
and intangible are inter-dependent and of great importance
to develop a wholesome personality. The training years also
build life long, undying friendships with not only their course
mates, but with a wide net to include their seniors and juniors
under training at the Academy and particularly their own
Company, thus metamorphosing the company into a team,
with a spirit to win, but never at the cost of one-upmanship.
They carry these qualities with them, which act as a catalyst to
inspire them to reach unheard heights of valour, glory,
comradeship, a will to never besmirch the name of the
outstanding organisation which is going to be a part of them,
the Indian Army. I possibly have had the singular privilege
and honour to have served seven years at the IMA, as a
Captain, Major, Colonel and finally as the Commandant and
witnessed many incidents where I observed these intangible
or sublime qualities, of loyalty, camaraderie and never die
spirit etc visibly being displayed by the cadets and the
company as a team.

Out of the plethora of my experiences, two examples
would suffice to convey all that I have said in the preamble. As
a part of the tactical military training the final term cadets are
put through the rigours of mountain warfare in the rugged
mountains around Mussourie (but well away from the places
that tourists enjoy), the aim is to give them a little feel of the
mountains, of how to read the battle, physical strain in
negotiating steep gradients, difficulty in preparing defence
works, coupled with inclement weather (if nature helps) and
finally, to learn that despite the difficulties it is possible to be
perseverant and have the will power to conduct battle
resiliently. During one such exercise, I flew in to visit the

young lads, the weather turned foul, rain and thunder seemed
to say this is the day, but was ideal for the training planned,
but suddenly an intense crackle of thunder and lightning,
reminiscent of an artillery barrage ran through the sky and led
to an emergent situation. The radio set crackled, the message
was disturbing, lightning had struck a group of GCs, five lay
unconscious, immediate evacuation was a must. Before I
could say anything I observed the oozing exuberance of the
helicopter pilots to take on the task. Oblivious of the weather
which restricted flying and the risk involved, the pilots
unhesitatingly took on the dangerous mission. They proved
their expertise, landed and evacuated the most serious GC to

Lt Gen RS Sujlana, PVSM, AVSM, VSM (Retd),
Former Commandant, IMA
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the military hospital, but sadly we lost this brave son of India.
The others in the meanwhile being less affected had found
their bearings and were up and about.

The exercise was in the final stages, the last event being the
scheduled physically challenging run back to the Academy
early next morning, a much-awaited event, which each
company vies to win and outdo the other, however the
company affected by the lightning strike were in a dilemma.
The loss of a comrade weighed on their mind, besides the
other four GCs affected by the lightning included the
Company Senior Under Officer and the Company Sergeant
Major, two important cadet appointments who act as rudders
of leadership in such events were not permitted to participate
in the run back due to medical advice. The company had to
take on the challenge sans them. The company had vowed to
give a special salute to their departed mate, nothing could
stall them or affect their morale, the run was very special to
them and took it on as if it was the final event of a lifetime; as
a collective team they cheered and pushed each other, their
inner strength had taken over as they paced the way back,
they finally finished the run most creditably but were just five
seconds behind the eventual winners. They were runners up,
but what a salute and honour they gave to their departed
comrade. Their camaraderie and will to win was just
superlative, the missing leadership also brought forth the
hidden talent. Today as I write about this a decade later, it still
charges me up, it is hair raising, I salute the gallant pilots and
that lot of gentlemen cadets.

Another memorable experience was during the annual
cross-country run, in which each training company as a
collective whole and individuals race each other for the top
honours, the lead runners push their reserves to break the
existing record and get endorsed for the prestigious Blue in
Cross Country running (a life time privilege which can be
displayed on their Academy Sports Blazer), the atmosphere is
charged and the competition intense but despite this, human
emotions still win. The race starts in a kaleidoscope of
company colours, 1500 or more pairs of feet thunder down
the open space, the guides astride horses’ gallop away lest
there is a stampede. Like any competitive race the runners
break up into smaller groups, the front pack of runners, the
crème de crème, gradually break away and stream well ahead.
Closer to the finish the race runs through the shrubs of the
Tons Valley, the two lead runners had outpaced everyone and
were pelting away, when suddenly a wild boar evidently
disturbed by the clatter of horse hoofs suddenly hurtled out
and struck the shin of the lead runner, who, taken by surprise,
lay spread eagled on the ground; the runner following him did
not see in this an opportunity to win the race but stopped and
assisted his fallen comrade, least concerned of what he may
lose out on, the Cadet hurt stood up, declared that he was ok
and egged on the Samaritan to carry on with the race. Both
completed the race in good time, the injured cadet despite
bleeding pulled his reserves of energy and will power to

complete the race, both may have lost out on getting
endorsed for the blue, but the display of their camaraderie,
personal sacrifice by one and will to ensure mission
accomplishment by the other earned them respect of
hundreds of fellow cadets and instructional staff at the
Academy with a special prize from the Commandant
accompanied by a thundering applause.

The training finally comes to an end, on their Passing Out
Parade, the Gentlemen Cadets step across the “ANTIM PAG”
(last step) across a Rubicon and march out as officers of the
great Indian Army, who vouch to do their Nation proud and
have repeatedly shown their valour under live fire, their
sacrifices have been tremendous, the Academy War Memorial
is a standing testimony to this. While credit for this goes to the
holistic training at the Academy, but this would not have been
possible without the dedication of the Instructional Staff; the
NCOs, JCOs who sharpen their skills at drill, weapon handling
to ensure ‘EK GOLI EK DUSHMAN’, physical fitness, horse
riding; the platoon, company and battalion commanders
who, are at and with them in developing their personality and
intellectual growth and of course the Administrative Staff who
care for their needs, house and feed them well to take on the
rigours of training. The instructors abide by the code laid for
them.

‘I am an instructor at the Indian Military Academy. I shall,
with professional integrity and dedication, assist each trainee
in becoming a highly motivated, physically and intellectually
competent officer capable of leading men into battle. I will
lead by example and strive for excellence, never requiring a
trainee to attempt any task I would not do myself. I will
epitomize the virtues of “An Officer and A Gentleman” and the
glorious legacy of our great Army!’

An alumnus of Punjab Public School, Nabha, National
Defence Academy, Khadakwasla and Indian Military
Academy, Dehradun, Lieutenant General RS Sujlana was
commissioned in June 1971 into 9th Battalion, The Sikh
Regiment as a third generation Army Officer. Baptized in
battle during the 1971 Indo-Pak War in Jammu and Kashmir,
he had five tenures of battling insurgency and terrorism.
Commanded 3 Sikh, the same Battalion his father, Colonel
Gulcharan Singh commanded during the 1965 Indo-Pak War
and later commanded 77 Mountain Brigade (Chindits) both
in active counter insurgency/ terrorist operations in J&K and
Assam, 24 RAPID and 10 Corps. Apart from prestigious staff
appointments, including official spokesperson at Army Head
Quarters as a Brigadier and Major General, he served thrice at
the Indian Military Academy, as an instructor, staff officer and
as the Commandant from October 2008 to June 2011. He was
the Colonel of the Sikh Regiment for almost five years. Post
retirement, he served as the Chairman, Punjab Public Service
Commission and now spends his time writing for
newspapers, studying Sikh History, enjoying philately, bird
watching and playing golf. He can be contacted at
sujlanaraj51@gmail.com.
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Brig LP Collins, CB, DSO, OBE, ADC 
(01 Aug 1932 to 31 Jan 1936)

Brig HE WB Kingsley, CIE, DSO, ADC 
(01 Feb 1936 to 01 June 1939)

Brig KD EI Young, MC 
(09 Sep 1939 to 14 Dec 1942)

Brig JK Jones, DSO 
(15 Dec 1942 to 05 Oct 1944)

Brig AB Barltrop, OBE, MC 
(16 Oct 1944 to 30 Oct 1947)

Maj Gen Thakur Mahadeo Singh, DSO
(04 Nov 1947 to 13 Mar 1950)

Maj Gen KS Thimayya, DSO 
(15 May 1950 to 15 Jun 1951)

Maj Gen MS Wadalia 
(16 Jun 1951 to 06 Jan 1953)

Maj Gen E Habibullah 
(07 Jan 1953 to 27 Dec 1954)

COMMANDANTS: INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY
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Brig Apji Randhir Singh 
(29 Dec 1956 to 19 Feb 1958)

Brig MM Khanna, MVC 
(Feb 1965 to Feb 1968)

Brig Gobinder Singh 
(20 Feb 1958 to 31 Dec 1959)

Brig ND Nanawati, MC 
(01 Jan 1960 to 30 Jun 1962)

Brig PS Bhagat, VC 
(01 Jul 1962 to 30 Jan 1963)

Maj Gen SC Pandit, VrC 
(31 Jan 1963 to 02 Jun 1964)

Maj Gen K Zorawar Singh, MC 
(20 Aug 1964 to 24 Jan 1966)

Maj Gen JT Sataravala, MBE, MC 
(25 Jan 1966 to 02 Jan 1967)

Maj Gen DK Palit, VrC 
(03 Jan 1967 to 02 Jun 1969)
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Maj Gen Rajindra Prasad 
(03 Jun 1969 to 13 Sep 1972)
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Maj Gen IC Katoch 
(14 Sep 1972 to 15 Jan 1974)

Maj Gen BR Prabhu 
(16 Jan 1974 to 31 Oct 1975)

Maj Gen SC Sinha 
(01 Nov 1975 to 30 Oct 1976)

Maj Gen GS Rawat, PVSM, AVSM 
(31 Oct 1976 to 27 Jan 1979)

Maj Gen Rajendra Nath, PVSM 
(10 Feb 1979 to 23 Dec 1980)

Lt Gen M Thomas, PVSM AVSM, VSM
(24 Dec 1980 to 09 Apr 1983)

Lt Gen Himmeth Singh, PVSM 
(15 Apr 1983 to 22 Aug 1984)

Lt Gen BB Sehgal, PVSM 
(04 Oct 1984 to 24 Feb 1986)

COMMANDANTS: INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY
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Lt Gen VP Gupta 
(24 Nov 1986 to 31 Dec 1988)

Lt Gen NPS Bal 
(22 Jun 1989 to 19 Jun 1990)

Lt Gen YS Tomar, PVSM 
(18 Jul 1990 to 30 Jun 1991)

Lt Gen MA Zaki, PVSM, AVSM, VrC
(01 Jul to 03 Dec 1991)

Lt Gen JC Pant, PVSM, ADC 
(04 Dec 1991 to 01 Nov 1994)

Lt Gen Inder Verma, AVSM 
(02 Nov 1994 to 19 Jul 1996)

Lt Gen AS Sandhu, PVSM 
(01 Aug 1996 to 28 Feb 1998)

Lt Gen MA Gurbaxani, AVSM 
(10 Mar 1998 to 14 Jan 1999)

COMMANDANTS: INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY

Lt Gen SS Brar 
(26 Feb 1986 to 06 Sep 1986)
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Lt Gen Yuvraj Mehta, AVSM 
(15 Feb 1999 to 30 Sep 2001)

Lt Gen TS Shergill, PVSM, AVSM 
(10 Oct 2001 to 30 Sep 2003)

Lt Gen GS Negi, PVSM, AVSM, VSM 
(01 Oct 2003 to 30 Nov 2004)

Lt Gen KK Khanna, PVSM, AVSM 
(01 Dec 2004 to 30 Nov 2006)

Lt Gen PK Rampal, PVSM, AVSM 
(21 Dec 2006 to 30 Sep 2008)

Lt Gen RS Sujlana, PVSM, AVSM, VSM
(1 Oct 2008 to 30 June 2011)

Lt Gen Manvender Singh,
PVSM, AVSM, VSM (21 Oct
2011 to 31 May 2015)

Lt Gen BS Negi, PVSM, UYSM,
YSM, SM, VSM**, PhD 

(03 Aug 2015 to 30 Nov 2015)

Lt Gen SK Saini, AVSM,
YSM, VSM (21 May 2016

to 25 Dec 2016)

Lt Gen SK Upadhya, AVSM,
SM, VSM (26 Dec 2016 to 

23 Aug 2017)

COMMANDANTS: INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY
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March Past at the Chetwode Drill Square

Inauguration of IMA
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1st batch, IMA Dec 1934. Rear standing 4th from left, GC SHFJ Manekshaw, sitting 2nd, 3rd & 4th from left GCs Mohd.
Musa, Bhagwati Singh (IC-1) & Smith Dun

Consecration of the Colours in the presence of the Viceroy, Lord Willingdon
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Sgt NS Bhagwati receiving the Gold Medal, 1934Under Officer S Dun receiving the Sword of Honour, 1934

The final result of all the toil - perfect drill at the Passing Out Parade
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Passing Out Parade, Autumn Term, 2017

Inspection of the Passing Out Parade, Autumn Term 2017
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Award winners during Felicitation Ceremony of Autumn Term 2017

Showering of rose petals during POP
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Presentation of Awards at POP of Autumn Term 2017

Reviewing Officer of POP of Autumn Term 2017 being escorted to the Chetwode Building
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Pipping Ceremony at the Somnath Stadium

AUO Chandrakant Acharya
reporting to the Reviewing
Officer prior to review of the
Passing Out Parade of
Autumn Term 2017

General Abu Belal Muhammad Shafiul Huq, SBP, NDC, PSC, Chief of Army Staff, 
Bangladesh Army, Reviewing Officer arriving for the Parade
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Reviewing Officer with Award Winners of the Passing Out Parade
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PASSING OUT PARADE OF 3rd
COURSE, THE FIRST UNDER
ALL INDIAN INSTRUCTORS 

A
s far as military training went, the IMA always
compared most favourably with the world’s best
military academies. That fine tradition of efficiency
has not been lost one whit, and in addition it has

become the training ground of the country’s leaders, the Alma
Mater, or the bounteous mother, who will nurture her youth
to serve the motherland selflessly.

I cannot but help often recalling the Passing Out Parade of
the 3rd Regular Course on 11th September, 1948 when 185
Gentlemen Cadets received their Regular Commissions.
While this parade has always been the great function of the
IMA, but this particular Passing Out Parade had great
significance for all of us. I was naturally thrilled to watch the
first product of an all Indian instructional staff, and I had
satisfaction of seeing the finest drill which has been seen for
many years. 

I can vouch that such remarkable precision in the intricate
movement of the drill square combined with soldierly
carriage and smart turnout is the finest in our country and I
shall go further and say with a feeling of pride, that such
superb drill will do credit to Sandhurst and West Point. 

All the cadets marched past in slow time in close column
followed by a march in quick time. They then formed into a
square to hear the address of the Defence Minister, after
which the Gold Medal (the recent substitute for the sword of
honour) was awarded to GC Narindar Singh and the Silver

Medal to GC Sowani, both of who fully deserved these two
coveted prizes of the Academy. After the parade the spectators
were treated to coffee and light refreshments.

After all these War years the Academy has certainly
recaptured much of the old peace-time atmosphere, and
brought that institution nearer to the hearts of all Indians. The
IMA band played a selection of soft music, and the inspiring
stains of the National Anthem could not be forgotten long
after it was over. The dance in Chetwode Hall added greatly to
the colour and charm of the occasion, and the band of my
regimental centre- the 5th Gurkha Rifles-was in attendance
and played the usual jazz tunes.

The traffic and seating arrangements carried out with
meticulous care for details deserve a word of praise. There
were about 5,000 spectators — easily the largest gathering
which has ever watched a Passing Out Parade in the IMA - and
everybody knew where to go and how to find their own seat.

Personal encomiums must always be avoided, but I cannot
help mentioning that Brig Thakur Mahadeo Singh, the
Commandant and ‘Smoky’ Malhotra, the Adjutant, deserved
to be congratulated for the first fruit of their labours, which
beyond any shadow of doubt was of the highest quality. I feel
very proud indeed of this noble institution of the Nation, and
of the achievements of my brother officers who have given
their very best in the service of their country. Long live the
IMA.

Brig S C MISRA
(First Indian Deputy Commandant, 1947 - 1948)
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Col RS Steed 
(1946 - 1946)

Col HR Power 
(1946 - 1947)

Col SC Misra 
(1947 - 1948)

Col MS Verdi 
(1949 - 1949)

Col MM Khanna, MVC 
(1949 - 1950)

Col Amrik Singh, MC 
(1950 - 1952)

Col Niranjan Prasad 
(1952 - 1954)

Col DGR Rajwade 
(1954 - 1955)

DEPUTY COMMANDANTS: INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY

Col Harbakhsh Singh, VrC 
(1948 - 1949)
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Col Ranbir Singh, MC 
(1955 - 1957)

Col SK Korla, DSO, MC 
(1958 - 1959)

Col JP Dalvi 
(1960 - 1960)

Col NK Sinha 
(1961 - 1963)

Brig Jaswant Singh 
(1963 - 1965)

Brig NL Kapur, MC 
(1965 - 1968)

Brig BM Bhattacharjea, MVC 
(1968 - 1970)

Brig CM Cariappa 
(1970 - 1972)

DEPUTY COMMANDANTS: INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY

Col MR Verma 
(1960 - 1961)
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Brig RK Jasbir Singh 
(1972 - 1974)

Brig Mohindar Singh 
(1974 - 1976)

Brig KS Ahlawat 
(1976 - 1979)

Brig YN Sharma, VSM 
(1979 - 1981)

Maj Gen Raghubir Singh Pannu 
(1982 - 1984)

Maj Gen FN Bilimoria 
(1984 - 1986)

Maj Gen S Chengapa 
(1986 - 1987)

Maj Gen PK Khanna, MVC 
(1987 - 1989)

DEPUTY COMMANDANTS: INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY

Brig Surinder Nath, VSM 
(1981 - 1982)
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Maj Gen KD Sinha, UYSM 
(1992 - 1993)

Maj Gen SV Shrikhande, AVSM 
(1993 - 1995)

Maj Gen Anil Sawhney 
(1996 - 1998)

Maj Gen VS Karnik 
(1999 - 2000)

Maj Gen Jitendra Singh 
(2000 - 2002)

Maj Gen Ashok Kapur, VSM 
(2002 - 2003)

DEPUTY COMMANDANTS: INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY

Maj Gen KS Dugal 
(1998 - 1999)

Maj Gen KL DSouza 
(1990 - 1990)

Maj Gen CK Karumbaya, SM 
(1990 - 1991)
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Maj Gen GS Bal, VSM 
(2009 - 2011)

Maj Gen TS Gill, SM, VSM 
(2011 - 2012)

Maj Gen Bobby Mathews, VSM 
(2013 - 2013)

Maj Gen Mandip Singh, VSM 
(2016 - 2017)

Maj Gen JS Nehra 
(2017 - Till Date)

DEPUTY COMMANDANTS: INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY

Maj Gen YS Mahiwal, SC, YSM 
(2014 - 2016)

Maj Gen Prakash S Chaudhary, AVSM,
SM, VSM 

(2003 - 2005)

Maj Gen TPS Bakhshi, SM 
(2005 - 2009)
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IMPORTANT LANDMARKS AND
INSTITUTIONS OF THE IMA CAMPUS

The Chetwode Building. Though all the buildings in the
campus are unique from the architectural point of view, the
building that stands out the most is the Chetwode Building or
Chetwode Block, named after Field Marshal Sir Philip
Chetwode, the founder of the Academy. Built in 1930, the
Chetwode Building designed by RT Russell, an associate of
Edwin Lutyens, is the Sanctum Sanctorum of the Academy.
The Chetwode Building is an eclectic combination of Colonial
and British styles. It has long corridors running in North-
South and East-West directions. Its gabled roof with black
wooden shingles has now been changed to pre - profiled
colour coated Zincolium and its central Clock Tower adds
height to its majestic façade. It houses the administrative
headquarters and is also the hub of the academic training.

IMA Museum. The Chetwode Hall inside the Chetwode Block

Team Salute

Khetarpal Auditorium

Chetwode Building lit up & Code of a Warrior
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houses the Museum. Its dimensions are 130 x 48 feet with a
highly polished sunken wooden floor, paneled walls and
galleries all around adorned with exhibits and artifacts.
Originally called the Dormer Hall, the Hall with its peculiarly
groined arches reminds one of the inside of a Gothic
Cathedral. Today, besides being a lecture hall it serves as a
resting place of King’s Colours and State Forces Colours, as
also for housing the Indian Military Academy memorabilia
over the years.

IMA Library. In 1932, the IMA Library was opened in a
classroom with 800 books, most of which were donated by
Brigadier LP Collins, the first Commandant and Mrs. Collins.
In 1938, an additional library wing was added to the IMA
Library. The foundation stone of this wing was laid by the then
Commander-in-Chief General Sir Robert Canels, on 25

November 1937. Today the library boasts of over 100,000
books besides reprography, digital books (i.e. digitised
version of a set of 100 to 200 books packed in a book tablet),
internet connection and kiosks for easier access to
information. The Library is designed to provide the most
modern and technical facilities to the readers in near future.

Kingslay and Collins Blocks. The living quarters for
Gentlemen Cadets (GCs) are a group of beautiful buildings
with enclosed lawns. They combine the essence of barracks
and the permanence and privacy of a hostel building. Today,
with manifold growth of the Academy and greatly increased
strength of GCs, they accommodate only one of the five
Battalions, with the other four located in the South and Tons
Campuses respectively.

Nizam Pavilion. Nizam pavilion is named after Asaf-Jah-
Nizam-ul-Mulk, former ruler of the erstwhile princely state of
Hyderabad, who had donated `5000/- towards its
remodeling. The Pavilion was intended to provide dressing,
changing and refreshment place for the sports teams visiting
the Academy from the universities, schools and other
institutions in India. The Pavilion is flanked on its right side
by another building which serves as an Officers’ Institute and
on its left is an open structure with Corinthian pillars which is
a multipurpose hall as well as a dance floor.

Khetarpal Auditorium. The Auditorium with a seating
capacity of 1400 was constructed in 1982. It is named after
Second Lieutenant Arun Khetarpal, a recipient of the Param
Vir Chakra (PVC (Posthumous)) for his outstanding valour
during the 1971 Indo-Pak War. Commissioned into The Poona

The Vikram Batra Mess
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Horse in June 1971, he was the youngest officer to be awarded
the PVC. His bust, with a citation of his heroic deeds is located
in the foyer of the auditorium. The 
Khetarpal Auditorium is one of the largest auditoriums of
North India.

Hoshiar Singh Gymnasium. Inaugurated on 09 February
2009 and named after Maj Hoshiar Singh, PVC, it is in fact a
mini indoor stadium 50 x 40 meters with a seating capacity of
1400. The hall has a state of art weight training facility, besides
facilities for basketball, volleyball, handball and boxing.

Vikram Batra Mess. The central Gentleman Cadets Mess
which can accommodate 1200 trainees and was formally
inaugurated on 23 June 2010 by Gen VK Singh, PVSM, AVSM,
VSM, ADC, Chief of the Army Staff. Named after Capt Vikram

Batra, PVC, Hero of Tiger Hill battle, part of the Kargil war, the
mess has impressive entrance and has striking feature in the
form of the bust of Capt Vikram Batra.

War Memorial. The War Memorial of the Indian Military
Academy was inaugurated by Field Marshal Sam Manekshaw
on 17 November, 1999. The architectural style of the
memorial is in consonance with the original structures of the
Academy with the façades replicating the Chetwode Tower.
Its pillars and arches of monolithic Dholpur Stone
complement the structure. The Sanctum Santorum is a seven
and half feet bronze statue of a Gentleman Cadet saluting
with a sword. To the rear of the statue is located an
Amphitheatre and to its flanks, are designed arches on which
are etched names of the valiant alumni who have made the
supreme sacrifice.

Hoshiar Singh Gymnasium PT display at Somnath Stadium

Chetwode Hall and Museum
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COURSES, MILITARY TRAINING,
SPORTS AND ADVENTURE AT IMA

In the years preceding Independence, while the Indian Military
Academy (IMA) grew from its formative years, changing or
adapting organizationally to cater to a comparatively smaller
number of cadets as compared to the post-Independence
years. India’s post Independence wars, conflicts and threats
necessitated increasing the numerical strength of cadets as also
enhancing training requirements and facilities.

Keeping in mind the basic principles of imparting high
quality military training and also developing the personality
and talents of the trainees, IMA grew and expanded over the
decades, adding more training aids and resources as compared
to what it had till Independence and even couple or more
decades post Independence. 

As the premier training and finishing-school institution for
officers of the Indian Army, IMA needed to institute courses for
cadets from varied sources like the tri-service National Defence
Academy (NDA), colleges and the below officer rank personnel
who aspired and qualified to become officers and were selected
for the Army Cadet College (ACC). The intake from colleges
came under the categories of Direct Entry, University Entry and
Technical Graduates.

Types of Courses
The courses of instruction at the Academy cater for the

following entries :-
(a) Ex-NDA
(b) Ex-ACC
(c) Technical Graduate
(d) University Entry
(e) Direct Entry - 1 ½ Years
(f) Foreign Gentleman Cadets - duration as per entry
(g) TA Officers Course - 3 months
(h) Permanent Commission (Special List) - 1 month

Post Independence years were also marked by progressive
changes in weapons and forms of warfare. For instance, in
1947-48 Indian Army redefined mountain warfare by deploying
troops and even battle tanks in the Himalayas at altitudes of
14,000 feet (Zoji La), which by 1984, when Indian Army
deployed in the Siachen Glacier, went up to 22,000 feet. For the
Western world mountains meant 8,000 feet like the Alps. So
developing skills in high altitude mountaineering and rock
climbing became an important requirement.

Accordingly, IMA’s weapon training was enhanced to make

1 year spread
over two terms.}

Cross country run from the Nizam Pavillion

GCs on a Tactical Training Exercise

A GC handling a snake
during a lesson on
survival in the jungle

Team Salute
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officer cadets more versatile with a wider array of small arms
and other weapons like shoulder fired rockets, mortars etc.
Also, facilities and opportunities for adventure activities were
increased.   

Weapon Training
The very high standard of weapon training imparted to the GCs
in the Academy, also includes the following:

(a) Close Quarter Battle (CQB) Range. CQB range developed
with an aim to train GCs in reflex shooting and engage targets
at close range consists a total of 15 rooms divided into two
firing alleys of seven rooms each and one common room. Two
GCs can fire simultaneously in each alley. A total of 30 targets
mix of static, pop up, traverse and hostage targets are used for
firing practice. High resolution CCTV cameras are placed in
each room to facilitate control at all times. Video playback
option and live streaming options are also available facilitating
waiting details to observe the faults and institute corrective
measures accordingly.

(b) Location of Miss and Hit Target System (LOMAH).
LOMAH is an acoustical projectile detection system installed
with an aim to impart quality weapon training to GCs by

facilitating application and classification fire. It is an all-
weather equipment, which enables live firing and unlike
simulators, provides instant results/review of shots to the firer
and saves time by obviating physical checking and repairing.
The scores obtained by GCs can be retrieved and printed at a
later stage.

(c) Team Battle Shooting Range (TBSR). TBSR has been

Firing the Medium machine gun

GCs negotiating the vertical ladder obstacle
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introduced for IIIrd term Gentlemen Cadets with an aim of
training them on practical aspects of employment of 
platoon and section weapons in a defensive battle as also to
exercise them on fire control orders.

Jungle Lane Shooting
Jungle Lane Shooting is carried out as an integrated part of GCs
Exercise GOLABARI and involves exercising GCts on effective
engaging of targets emerging in a jungle terrain in the backdrop
of a Counter Insurgency/ Counter Terrorism scenario. The
lanes comprise of various types of targets so placed to exercise

GCs on their reflex shooting, quick identification and
recognition of targets, speedy engagement and bringing down
aimed fire. The exercise is very effective to instill confidence in
GCs for operating in Counter Insurgency/ Counter Terrorism
environment which they are likely to be in the thick of an
induction into such areas after getting commissioned, like for
instance Jammu and Kashmir, particularly the Kashmir Valley
and stretches along the Line of Control. 

Obstacle Course
Negotiating the obstacle course for a beginner can be a bit

GCs at a lecture demonstration on living off the land while
on a training camp

GCs practicing field craft

GCs firing the Karl Gustaf shoulder firing anti-tank rocket
launcher
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frustrating but with determination, doggedness and
encouragement from instructors and fellow trainees, once
success has been achieved in crossing all, it becomes almost
fun.   

The obstacle course of IMA today is more enhanced and
tougher than it was 3 to 4 decades ago, as acknowledged by
veterans.

Tactical Training Camps
All the tactical training at IMA is marked by 5 to 6 days outdoor
training camps, when GCs are put through the basics of tactical
training and endurance under pressure. Survival and living off
the land also form part of this programme, which includes
introduction to knowledge of discerning edible leaves and
berries as well as catching rabbits and snakes and of course,
know how best to cook them with frugal resources. 

Games 
GCs are encouraged to play as many games as they can and
their instructors too play as many games as possible with them
The games are basketball, polo, athletics, football, aquatics
(swimming, diving and water-polo), volleyball, hockey, boxing
and cross-country.

A sports meet is held every term /once a year in which teams
of National Defence Academy, Officers Training Academies at
Chennai and Gaya, Indian Military Academy, Air Force
Academy and Naval Academy participate.

Sports and Hobbies Clubs
Membership of a club is compulsory for GCs. The Academy has
the following indoor and outdoor clubs:
(a) Indoor. Journalism, arts, music and drama, computer

application, GIS and electronics.

(b) Sports. Golf, squash, tennis, riding and polo, shooting,
archery, gymnastics, and cycling and cycle polo.

(c) Outdoors. Driving & maintenance, gardening, aero-
modeling, scuba diving, mountaineering and rock
climbing, swimming and extra PT for those weak in it.

Mid Term Break Sports and Adventure Activities
The mid-term break is organised as the adventure training
break. All GCs of 1st and 2nd terms proceed on training hikes to
various destinations of cultural, historical and military
importance. Adventure activities like trekking, cycling, rock
climbing, water sports, paragliding etc. form essential part of
each of these hikes. 

The Academy undertakes a host of adventure activities for
GCs which also include cross country, riding, angling, bird
watching, white water rafting and kayaking. Adventure training
hikes are conducted to various destinations of cultural/
historical importance which are clubbed with adventure treks/
camps and expeditions. All officers at IMA also take active part

in adventure activities and accompany the GCs in adventure
training hikes organised during the mid term breaks.

Local multi activity hikes include white water rafting, para
sailing, and cycle expeditions are organized for GCs who stay
back in the Academy.

During the Mid-Term break the III termers proceed on
Forward Area Tours to various field formations for
familiarisation and interaction with troops.

Sports Facilities
A wide variety of sports facilities grounds/courts for games like
hockey, football, basketball, volleyball, aquatics, cricket,
squash, tennis and golf are located in the campus. The
Academy has an Olympic size swimming pool and an indoor
plunge bath.

Obstacle to develop endurance by jumping and climbing

GCs eating out of the unique, age-old mess-tins during a
tactical camp
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COUNTRY-WISE FOREIGN GCS TRAINED IN IMA TILL 
09 DECEMBER 2017
Ser No Country No of GCs Passed Out From IMA 

1 Afghanistan 521
2 Angola 13
3 Bhutan 566
4 Botswana 1
5 Burma 2
6 Ethiopia 2
7 Fiji 4
8 Ghana 40
9 Iraq 73
10 Jamaica 19
11 Kazakhstan 25
12 Kyrgyzstan 3
13 Lesotho 9
14 Malaysia 11
15 Maldives 74
16 Mauritius 37
17 Mongolia 2
18 Myanmar 0
19 Nepal 143
20 Nigeria 42
21 Palestine 9
22 Papua New Guinea 4
23 Philippines 2
24 Seychelles 4
25 Singapore 17
26 Srilanka 265
27 Sudan 1
28 Tajikistan 154
29 Tanzania 18
30 Tonga 3
31 Uganda 22
32 Yemen 2
33 Zambia 22

Total 2110
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DRILL-THE BEDROCK OF DISCIPLINE

What is the process that has to be gone into to present a good
military parade performed with pomp, pageantry and
precision?

Display of good drill, unless performed by an enemy army
of occupation or by the army of a country under suppressive
army rule, usually builds a healthy respect for soldiers in
uniform and reminds the population of their valour and
sacrifices for the nation. 

Good drill reflects the standard of an army. Drill is the
bedrock of discipline. It trains soldiers to receive and issue
orders and builds a habit of instant obedience vital for
military ethos. To instill discipline amongst the soldiers as
also to develop their soldierly bearing, immaculate dressing
sense, smartness and alertness, it is necessary to have high
standards of drill.

While close-order drill was the basic modus of armies on
the battlefield even till the advent of muskets and muzzle-
loading rifles, drill in modern armies, while being a mainly
ceremonial requirement,  also helps soldiers on the battlefield
to react instantly to situations under fire, to freeze or remain
still during an ambush or raid, or to march long distances and

in general, to be alert. It also instills in soldiers an ability to
control emotions and function under the stress of not only
deadly fire all around but also the sorrow and anger felt on
seeing comrades getting killed or injured. 

Drill in the Indian Armed Forces is as instituted by the
British and followed by armed forces of all Commonwealth
countries. Some countries like Russia and Germany and
countries whose armies were trained by them followed, till at
least World War II and some still follow, the Prussian goose-
step, in which the legs with knees stiff are thrown out knee-
high, or even thigh high. Countries whose armies were
trained by Russia, Germany and even China, still do goose
step drill, but the marching style which is followed quite
widely today is on the lines of that of Commonwealth nations.
The basic principles of British/Commonwealth nations
armies’ drill are those of coordinated cadence, or
synchronized movement with timing. The British drill step is
a much modified version of the goose step, in that the legs
with knees stiff are shot forward only ankle-high and with the
heel digging hard, while the arms are swung high till shoulder
level and fully back as possible- about 45 degrees. 

Lt Col Anil Bhat, VSM (Retd)
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Practicing marching with rifles

Daur ke Chall-Doubling to warm up

Close order drill for ceremonial parades is usually with the
squad of soldiers carrying their armies’ basic assault rifles,
while the contingent leader an officer and maybe three
warrant officers behind him carrying swords. For
regular/weekly drill parades in army units the officers and
warrant officers carry canes or batons. Cadets or soldiers
performing duties of stick orderlies carry a thick long stick

with a metal knob and base and adorned with a thin chain
wound around it. 

Drill with lances is conducted only in cavalry and
armoured corps as well as horse holding units. Drill
instructors carry a drill stick which is an instrument made of
two leg-length sticks hinged together and can be opened to
measure the marching steps.
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All the forms of drill in the Indian Armed Forces,
with/without rifles, with canes, swords and also while
holding/marching with regimental colours/standards/
guidons, are taught at the Indian Military Academy (IMA),
National Defence Academy (NDA, a tri-service academy) and
Officers Training Academy (OTA) and other services academies.
The standard of military drill followed at IMA, NDA and OTA is
considered the toughest. The drill period of usually 40 minutes
begins with ten minutes of running flat footed on the spot,
running forward flat footed and generally working up the body
so that it is primed for instant movement to drill commands
from the instructors. Week long practices for formal parades
means longer periods than 40 minutes and normally done on
extra time. 

Boots for drill deserve a mention. The standard British origin
footwear for soldiers were Ammunition Boots, also known as
Boots Ankle General Service, since the late 1880s until the 1970s
were standard issue in Indian Army. Ammunition boots were
unlined ankle-boots of thick leather, with laces, iron heel-plate
and toe-plate, and leather sole studded with 13 hobnails. They
were designed to be hard-wearing and long-lasting rather than
comfortable. These were replaced by boots DMS (direct
moulded soul) of the same shape and pattern as ammunition
boots except for their thick rubber soles. These got modified a
couple of decades ago by Boots DMS High Ankle, which are
worn without web anklets. The mention of boots is important
because whether hobnailed or rubber soled, the essential action
in close order ceremonial drill remains stamping the foot flat on
the ground with timing so that it creates a resounding short
roaring sound. As one impassioned Indian Army drill instructor
used to motivate cadets on the parade ground: “Jab aapke paon
ikkathe ‘flat’ partay hain, tau Dharti geet gaati hai.” (when your
feet collectively stamp together, the earth sings). Yet another
drill instructor considered it sacrilege for feet not to stamp

together and often cried out: “Dheeli drill waalay desh ka bera
garak karenge.” (Those doing bad/’loose’ drill will be the bane of
the nation).

Enviable standards in drill can only be maintained by
having a vibrant training facility which can train instructors for
imparting drill training in units, regimental training centres
and academies. IMA is the premier institution which conducts
the Army Drill Course (ADC) since January 1992. Four courses
of seven weeks duration each are conducted in a year for
approximately 180-200 Junior Commissioned Officers (JCOs)
and Non Commissioned Officers (NCOs) for the purpose of
grooming them as potential drill Instructors to further carry
out drill training in units, centres and academies. Students of
the Army Drill Course include JCOs/ Warrant Officers and
NCOs of Indian Army, Air Force, Para Military Forces, Central
Armed Police Forces and personnel from the forces of a
number of friendly foreign countries. Till date a total of 102
Army Drill Courses have been conducted by this Academy in
which 13017 JCOs/OR including 207 foreign students have
been trained. 

Drill instructors remain in the memories of their officer-
cadet students. While under training cadets dread their drill
instructors, who are usually known for their loud and harsh
criticism or condemnation of their students, laced with lots of
sarcasm and in general, more often than not, conveying to the
cadets that they are absolutely useless. However, the fact
remains that a unique bond forms between the instructors and
cadets, Being an alumnus of NDA and IMA, this writer can
vouch that often in tense and dangerous/high risk situations as
well as in good times, most of these JCOs/NCOs drill
instructors and also their counterparts in weapon training, PT
and equitation, are remembered with fondness and a sense of
gratitude by their students for making them physically and
mentally tough. 

Army Drill Instructors Course NCOs marching with drill-sticks
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IMA BECOMES AN IMPRESSIVE
VENUE FOR THE COMBINED

COMMANDERS CONFERENCE, 2017

For the first time ever in the history of the Indian Military
Academy (IMA), the Combined Commanders Conference for
the year 2017 was conducted in IMA on 20-21 January. It was
the first time that an event of such status and proportion was
held at this venue. 

The Combined Commanders Conference is a conference of
the top political and military leadership responsible for the
nation’s security and well-being. The Prime Minister, Defence
Minister, Minister of State for Defence, National Security
Advisor, other civil dignitaries and the three service Chiefs
along with 19 Commanders-in-Chief were present for the
event, which showcased the Army, both to the Air Force and
Navy in a Tri-Services environment, as well as to the top
leadership of the country. The Academy was given only 25 days
to organize the event, but the task was accomplished with

missionary zeal, utmost precision and elan. 
The events and venues for the visiting delegation were

carefully chosen and arrangements made for reception and
stay of 120 dignitaries. The first event was a visit to the IMA
War Memorial, where tributes were paid to martyred Indian
Army’s IMA alumni officers and where the Prime Minister and
other dignitaries laid wreaths. The arrangements for the
Conference in the Vikram Batra Mess were of a very high
order. The Tri Services Guard tutored by the Drill Section of
IMA was of an exceptional order in the backdrop of the
magnificent Chetwode building.

The Conference was conducted at IMA simultaneously
without any disruption of the ongoing training schedule of
the Gentleman Cadets. The Chiefs of all three Services and the
Commanders-in-Chief appreciated the efforts that went in to

Team Salute

Prime Minister with the three Service Chiefs, all Commanders-in-Chief and civilian officials
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make the event a flawless success.
Whosever idea it was to break the tradition of holding this

Conference for the first time ever outside the Service
Headquarters and that too IMA, it was a good one. IMA being
chosen as the venue was befitting its reputation as a world

class organization. And that reputation only got reinforced by
it being visited by a high powered delegation, particularly the
top political leadership and the Navy and Air Force Cs-in-C
and officers, all of who were indeed impressed and expressed
their appreciation. 

Prime Minister receiving a plaque from Gentleman Cadets at the Vikram Batra Mess

Prime Minister signing the visitor's book at the IMA War
Memorial

Prime Minister paying tribute at the IMA War Memorial
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Lt Gen DR Soni, VSM, General Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Army Training Command (ARTRAC) gave away the prestigious
citations for the outstanding contribution in the field of
training during the Investiture Ceremony held at the historic
Chetwode Hall in the Indian Military Academy, Dehradun on
30 March 2017.

GOC-in-C ARTRAC Unit Citation for the Category ‘A’
Establishments/ Institutions/ Units is a recognition of the
outstanding/ meritorious contributions in enhancing training
ethos of the Indian Army which lay the backbone of a strong
and resilient Army for the 21st Century. The eligibility criteria
for the award of citations are as under: -

(a) Innovations in training aspects developed.
(b) Futuristic vision & planning.
(c) Planning, coordination & implementation of New

Training Policies.
(d) Development of the Category ‘A’ Establishments/

Institutions/ Units as an excellence centre in specific fields.

Every year, three to four institutions/ units are conferred
with Unit citations. The proud recipients of this year’s “GOC-in-
C ARTRAC Unit citation” were Indian Military Academy, 

Dehradun, Remount Veterinary Corps Centre & College,
Meerut, College of Materials Management, Jabalpur, Institute
of National Integration, Pune, 126 Infantry Battalion
(Territorial Army) Jammu and Kashmir Rifles, 707 Target
Support Unit and 136 Field Regiment. 

All the award winning Academies and units have made
exceptional contribution in enhancing training activities of the
Indian Army. Officers heading their respective Academies,
Institutions and units along with their Subedar Majors received
the citations from the Army Commander.

On behalf of Indian Military Academy, Lt Gen SK Upadhaya,
SM, VSM, then Commandant and Subedar Major RK Mani
Sana received the citation conferred for distinguished service
and professionalism in imparting quality training during the
year.

IMA RECEIVES THE ARMY COMMANDER’S
CITATION FOR EXCELLENCE IN PRE COMMISSION
TRAINING FOR THE FIRST TIME IN ITS HISTORY

Team Salute
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T
he Chetwode building is the single most prominent landmark of the
Indian Military Academy (IMA) in Dehradun. It is depicted on the
Academy’s mementos and most importantly forms the backdrop of
the Passing Out Parade (POP), which is perhaps amongst the most

meticulously conducted military parades anywhere in the world. This
building also houses the offices of the Commandant, Deputy Commandant
and the Adjutant, all of whom are the key elements of this prestigious
Academy. It also has a library and a large reading room with periodicals, both
of which aren’t frequented by too many GCs (Cadets), pushed as they are with
the rigour of life in the Academy.

However, above all else, is the beautifully laid out Chetwode Hall, named,
like the building that houses it, after the gentleman who played the key role in
the setting up of this Academy and the one who gave the IMA its credo, with
the three principles that he enunciated when the Academy was founded in
1932. “First, the safety, honour and welfare of your country come first, always
and every time. Second, the honour, welfare and comfort of the men you
command come next. Third, your own ease, comfort and safety come last,
always and every time”. These words are displayed prominently in the
Chetwode Hall.

Having been instrumental in the setting up of an Indian Sandhurst as
chairman of the ‘Indian military college committee’, in this speech, given on
10th December 1932, when the first batch of IMA that joined in October 1932
was ready to receive him, the Field Marshal spelt out the role of the army and
its officers: “that politics do not, and cannot, find any place in Army life. An
Army can have no politics. It is the paid servant of the people, and is at the
disposal of the Government of the day, whatever may be the political
complexion of that Government.” These words like the credo he gave,
continue to be taken seriously and thus India’s Army remains the finest
example of an apolitical army.

Decorated with portraits of all post independence Indian army chief’s –
most of whom were products of this fine academy – it also has portraits of the
winners of our highest gallantry awards, and the names of all other awardees
inscribed in letters of gold on the walls around this magnificent Hall, with flags
that were once carried into battle, hanging from the high walls around this
Hall. A less visible part of this Hall is the museum, which has an interesting
collection of military artifacts. In one corner - the Colours corner – lie the
King’s colours (with the Union Jack) that were ‘laid to rest’ at a formal post
independence parade. They rarely get much attention, since in the words of
Sir Edward Hamley, they look to be: “A moth eaten rag on a worm eaten pole,
it doesn’t look likely to stir a man’s soul”, but we would do well to remember
“the deeds that were done beneath the moth eaten rag, when the pole was a
staff, and the rag was a flag’.

For me personally, the Chetwode Hall remains the most inspiring hall that
I have visited anywhere in the world, and this includes RMA, Sandhurst and
USMA, West Point, among others. On a recent visit to IMA, en route to the
LBSNAA, Mussoorie, to call on the current Commandant, (a coursemate with
impressive credentials), I had the privilege to visit the Chetwode building and
the venerated Hall again, that remains similar to what I had witnessed first as
a school boy, then as a GC and frequently during my two years as the
Academy’s Assistant Adjutant, when I worked out of an office a few steps away
from the Hall. It was then, that I learnt so much more about this Hall, and
became an unofficial guide about what adorned the Chetwode Hall.

For more details on Maroof Raza, visit:  https:/ / www.maroofraza.com.

THE
CHETWODE
HALL

Maroof Raza
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